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WORKS COMMITTEES IN FRANCE

Among the legitimate aspirations of the working class, participation in the administration of undertakings is one which offers particular interest. Nowadays, workers demand more than suitable wages and working conditions; they wish to play a part within the undertaking, in short, they want to participate in the management of the undertaking. This is a problem of present interest which must be dealt with objectively.

Participation may be of three different kinds: a) participation in the form of an advisory body; b) participation in the form of supervision; c) participation in the form of co-administration. The two first forms of participation do not affect the essential rights of Capital or of the head of an undertaking, while the third places both workers and shareholders on the same level.

A. In Canada, as well as in Great Britain and the United States, participation of the various categories of the staff in advisory bodies has brought about most satisfactory results, especially as regards economic mobilization. Indeed, the joint production committees have closely associated the workers in the solving of the technical problems of production. Without encroaching upon the field of the syndicates, such boards have filled a gap which had existed heretofore in industrial relations.

B. — In France, in February 1945, the Provisional Government passed an ordinance instituting « works committees ». In according to a demand which has for long been on the programme of various syndicates, the Minister of Labour introduced supervisory participation, thus avoiding participation in the form of co-administration which had been requested by certain groups. The French works committees have a wider field of action and a more explicit part to play than our joint production committees. Their purpose is to ensure effective cooperation within the undertakings between the various factors concerned with production: i.e., management, technical staff and workers. The syndicates name the candidates that are to be members of the committees and, afterwards, their representatives are absolutely independent of the syndicates which have elected them. As to the functions of works committees, such functions are both social and economic.

1. In the social field, the functions of works committees consist in improving working conditions, excluding, however, questions relating to wages, which remain questions to be handled by the syndicates proper. The other social function of works committees consists in assuming or supervising the management of all the social welfare institutions established in the undertakings for the benefit of workers or their families.

2. In the economic field, works committees have advisory functions and are only allowed to look on. In virtue of their advisory functions the works committees will: a) study all the suggestions made by the staff for increasing production and improving the output of the undertakings and make proposals concerning the application of the suggestions they favour; b) propose rewards for workers who have, in the committee’s opinion, been particularly useful to the undertaking by their initiative or suggestions. c) be constantly informed of questions pertaining to the organization, management and general operation of the undertaking. At least once a year, management must present a general report on the situation and activities of the undertakings as well as on the plans made for the following period. Moreover, in the case of joint stock companies, or any other kind of company, regularly employing more than 500 workers, the committee must also be informed concerning the profits made and can voice suggestions as regards their use. Finally, in the case of limited liability companies, the management must communicate to the committee, before presenting them to the general meeting of the shareholders, the profit and loss account, the annual balance sheet and the report of the auditors and all other documents which would be submitted to the general meeting of the shareholders. Such are the main provisions of the Ordinance of February 1945.

C. — Participation in the form of co-administration is obviously more complete. In such a case, the representatives of the workers would be on an equal footing with the shareholders’ representatives. Co-administration committees would have the power to take decision and give orders, while works committees have but advisory functions and a right to look on. This summary of the question shows the difference which exists between our joint production boards and works committees. While the latter are of a general, permanent and obligatory nature, our Canadian joint production boards are voluntary. Works committees have not only more authority, but employers are unable to avoid their formation. This formula is a compromise between integral co-administration of the undertaking and simple participation in the form of a consultative body. In the social field, the workers have administrative power, and in the economic field, their functions are merely consultative.

Nevertheless, the French ordinance represents a bold reform that many consider as a period of probation imposed upon the workers prior to their admission to administrative committees. All syndical organizations have adopted the following policy: « it is up to the workers to make works committees a success, and they may afterwards aspire to economic co-administration. » An objective analyst recently wrote: « In short, the Ordinance of February 22nd, 1945, has wisely taken foreign experience into account. It has created an institution which is compatible with the capitalist system of present undertakings and has therefore reformed the latter without upsetting them. It contains provisions ensuring the maintenance of management’s authority, and others securing peaceable intercourse between the committees and syndical organizations. » Such seems to be the general opinion in France.
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